
Holding Your Tongue at The Gun Counter

A couple of days ago I was at the gun counter in a national sporting goods chain. A
customer told the counter guy he was just looking, but then commented that he noticed
that they seemed to have sold a lot of scopes in the past week. Counter guy said, “We are
selling a lot of everything!” He said people are even coming in to buy .22 long guns for
home defense. I knew the reasons behind that.

Another counter guy and customer were talking, and I overheard that customer expressing
his opinion that Trump had been the defender of liberty, and that Biden would basically be
the end of America.

I bit my tongue to stop myself from pointing out that while Biden is openly an anti-gun
bigot with big plans for your guns, Trump was sneakier about it. He pretended to be on
your side while violating your rights the first opportunity he got. Trump is no friend of gun
owners; unfortunately, Biden– with the help of a majority of anti-liberty congressvermin–
will probably be much worse.

But, yeah, I said nothing. I just stood there looking complacent and oblivious. It’s the best I
can do in such situations.

Long ago, I decided it is best to not comment on politics while in a gun store. Other than
my favorite gun store back in Colorado, but that was different (…I believe).

During my time in Pennsylvania I had visited a gun store in my first couple of days there,
and as I was leaving– on foot– it began to rain hard enough to drown frogs. Another
customer who was also leaving noticed I was on foot and offered me a ride back to my
motel. On the way, he warned me that the gun shop owner was a former cop and that
many of its customers were current and former cops. He told me to watch what I said in
there to avoid problems. (I hadn’t said anything to anyone, so I was safe.) I thanked him for
the warning.

You never know when there might be a snake in the grass. Yes, the popular (with cops)
thug-rug haircut can be a dead giveaway but don’t rely on it.

And anyone might be Stasi.

There’s a time to speak up and a time to observe and collect data. Wisdom is knowing
which time it is.
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